Sandplay Therapists of Hawaiʻi (STH) presents ~

The Sandplay Collection and Symbolic Language:
Implications in the transference relationship
Marion Anderson, PhD
Jungian Analyst and Certified Sandplay Teacher (STA/ISST)

Live, interactive webinar
Saturday, April 30, 2022
9 am to 3 pm Hawaiʻi Time
(noon to 6 pm Pacific)

Location: Virtual event. Zoom link will be provided upon registration.
Cost: $125 professionals, $100- STH members, $85- students
5 CE’s: pending through NASW-HI (Social Workers, Counselors and MFT’s)
Register online: http://www.sandplaytherapistsofhawaii.org
_________________________________________________________________________

Working with our collection of miniatures is illed with emotion, magic and
synchronicities. In this workshop we will explore the sandplay collection with
emphasis on the archetypal nature of the symbols, our relationship to the
collection, positive and negative transference, and stories of synchronicity.
Various approaches to setting up the miniatures and working with the symbols
outside of sandplay will also be explored.
Learning objectives:
1. Describe 10 categories of the sandplay collection
2. Discuss the archetypal nature of igures in sandplay therapy
3. Identify and experience the symbolic importance of a igurine
4. Discuss the relationship of therapist to their igurines
5. Explain positive and negative transference through sandplay igurines

Who should attend: Play/sandplay therapists, social workers or mental health
professionals interested in a post-graduate level workshop and earning training
hours toward credentialing as a sandplay therapist.
Marion Anderson, PhD, JA, CST-T practices as a clinical psychologist in Santa Monica
California. As a certified Jungian analyst (CGJLA/IAAP) and certified sandplay therapist and teacher
(STA/ISST), she teaches Jungian theory and Sandplay at Jung Institute of Los Angeles and the Reiss
Davis Study Center. Dr. Anderson also offers workshops on painting inner images in Los Angeles. A
native German, she is a founding member of the sandplay society in Brazil where she lived and
practiced as a clinical psychologist before her move to the USA. She teaches, lectures and publishes
nationally and internationally on Sandplay and Jung.
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